
Gas turbine engine lubricants
High temperature lubrication of gas turbines engines
Gas turbine technologies continue to evolve due to a desire for increased levels of production efficiency and a desire 
to reduce costs. Whilst technological advances are being made in the gas turbine industry, the primary challenge in 
gas turbine lubrication remains unchanged: sustained high temperature exposure. 

Such demands present a challenge to the gas turbine lubricant formulator who seeks components that feature excellent 
thermal stability and oxidation resistance to address these severe operating conditions. We have developed a superior range 
of Priolube™ branded products that possess the performance capability to cope with the high temperature aspect of this 
challenging application. 
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Priolube 1856 12.5 3.3 140 -78 230 0.91 0.4 0.05 3

Priolube 1857 11.7 3.4 181 -78 230 0.91 0.4 0.05 3

Further information
Cargill Bioindustrial sales and distribution are coordinated 
through an extensive worldwide network of technical and 
commercial experts. For further information or guidance please 
contact us:

energy_technologies@cargill.com
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This document is provided for your information and convenience only. All information, 
statements, recommendations and suggestions are believed to be true and accurate 
but are made without guarantee, express or implied. WE DISCLAIM, TO THE FULLEST 
EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING 
BUT NOT LIMITED TO WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE and FREEDOM FROM INFRINGEMENT and disclaim all liability 
in connection with the storage, handling or use of our products or information, statements, 
recommendations and suggestions made by Cargill. All such risks are assumed by 
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approval status of, the labelling on and claims for your products is your responsibility. 
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rules and regulations prior to making regulatory, labelling or claims decisions for your 
products. The information, statements, recommendations and suggestions contained 
herein are subject to change without notice. Tests conducted by Cargill labs unless 
otherwise noted. ©2023, Cargill, Incorporated. All rights reserved. 2034B/ET/0223/2/EN

Who are we?
The Energy Technologies business in Cargill Bioindustrial 
creates, makes and sells specialty chemicals and additives 
for the global energy market. Working in close collaboration 
with our customers, we apply sustainable concepts and 
deep scientific expertise so that together we can efficiently 
power the world of tomorrow.  

At our core, we are experts in synthetic ester and polyalkylene 
glycol chemistries, taking products from lab scale through 
to full manufacturing. Investing in the development of new 
chemistries allows us to support our customers in meeting 
new industry challenges.

For those who dare to imagine a brighter future, we establish 
long lasting relationships and create bespoke industry 
solutions through our integrated research & development 
and global manufacturing capabilities. Being both global and 
local, you have direct access to our network of technical 
experts. We look forward to talking to you.

Our products offer significant benefits 
including:

• Improved system protection

• Good deposit control

• High temperature stability

• Reliable system operation

• Excellent wear and corrosion protection

• Low volatility characteristics

• Excellent load carrying properties

If you are looking for superior performance over conventional lubricants, look no further than our range of petrochemical diesters:


